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Why bother?
• It’s Easy to do!
• It’s Lots of FUN!
• It doesn’t (yet!) need
- Expensive design tools
- Expensive artists
- Years of experience
• It has major kudos!
- “I program nuclear power stations” – YAWN!
- “I program computer games” – swoon!

• BUT because of this
- It’s Hugely competitive
- success relies on quantity as well as quality
- It’s a buyer’s market
• Don’t expect to make miLlions doing this
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Mobile Phone games
•

Lots of different possibilities
– Handset games (e.g. Snake)
– SMS (and maybe soon MMS)
– J2ME and BREW
• “Java 2 Micro Edition”
• “Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless”
– Don’t forget Regular phone games (F.I.S.T.)
• But we shall, because everyone else has…
• Driven by business needs of operators
– In UK, that’s Orange, Vodafone, O2 and T-mobile
– Keen to increase ARPU (“average revenue per user”)
– Keen to justify astronomical 3G licence expenditure
– Keen to differentiate selves from other operators
• But the market is Controlled by aggregators

Demographics
• Who plays? Where? When? Why?
• Very hard to find out
– Information Either doesn’t exist or is not released
• “your game was played for 1,000,000 minutes last month”
– 10,000 people playing 100 minutes each?
– 100,000 people playing 10 minutes each?
• What is known:
• four main demographic groups
– Teenagers (Fickle early-adopters)
– generation y (18-24, attracted to branded content)
– Generation x (24-35, more discerning of quality)
– Corporate (puzzles, gambling games, cost not important)
• most mobile phone games are played between 9pm and midnight
on weekdays
• 50/50 split by gender
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But first…
•

WAP
– “Wireless application protocol”
• Came in with a blaze of publicity
• Hit big-time problems
– Went for Lowest common denominator platform
– No one-touch button read
– No push
– HTML with all the interesting bits taken out
– Software Handset simulators worked better than the handsets
they simulated
– No viable business model
– Rhymed with “crap”
• Most problems eventually fixed in later standards
• As a game platform it’s dead though (except in Canada)

SMS Games
• Popular in europe
– 25p per SMS message
– Some generate 1,000,000 SMS messages a month!
– People accept that they have to pay for SMS
• Popular in asia
– But not so money-spinning
– Even MMS messages in Japan only cost about 4p
• Unpopular in USA
– mobile phones came after Internet
– people still prefer Instant Messenger services (which are
free)
– Inter-operability between networks only just arrived
– Call receiver pays cost of a call (What the BLUE CHEESE?!)
– SMS uptake is growing quickly, but basically FREE
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SMS Design
• Games are Server-based
• Aim is to encourage traffic
– Multi-player is best for this
– Players send each other messages via your server
• Main problems
– SMS messages are 160 characters in length, maximum
• Or 130 for translation into GERMAN
• people won’t thumb in >30 characters themselves
– SMS messages are not guaranteed to
• Arrive in the order in which they were sent
• Arrive
– You have a choice between the same and the same
• Tamagochi clones, dating “games”, personality “tests”…
• Like email, good potential as auxiliary for some other game

Handset games
• Originally, depended on handset
• But Now, there are runtime environments you can use!
– and 87 handsets to use them, with differing capabilities
– 25 different screen resolutions, from 96x64 to 640x200
– Available memory between 30K and 50K+
– Different decompression algorithms. Hack those graphics!
• Europe & most of asia use J2ME
• USA is heading for BREW (Gee, thanks Verizon)
– Like NTSC v PAL for television standards
• Most Handset games are likely to be stand-alone
– Phone link is primarily for Download
– Multi-player games not on wish-lists at the moment
• Branding is seen as the key, not gameplay
– Good licence, bad game beats bad licence, good game
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J2ME
• Europe’s favourite
• Open standard
– But 96x64 B&W screen is minimum
– Nokia have guaranteed they’ll only use 4 different sizes &
colour depths
• yaY for Nokia!
– Several Java Specification Requests in place to formalise
this stuff
– But will handsets develop so fast these become redundant?
• Undefined business model
– None of the possibilities are favourable to developers
• No distribution restrictions
• Can recycle existing content (aka “old games”)
• Supported by more handsets

BREW
• Based on C/C++
• Proprietary standard (Qualcomm’s)
– Good API, with more guarantees
• Excellent Business model
– 80% goes to developer!
– With J2ME, typically 80% doesn’t!
• major testing requirements
– $700 for 2nd and subsequent attempts
– Very console-like
• Only works on CDMA phones at the moment
• JVM to run on top of brew is planned
• Other server-side engines exist, but are out of it
– ExEn (“execution engine”)
– WGE (“Wireless Graphics Engine”)
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Designs
• Extensive use of back catalogues
– More once games (coNsole) publishers wise up to it
• But these don’t use 3G phone characteristics
– Or, indeed, any phone characteristics
• Also, they’re not mainstream
• Some companies are looking for other ways to exploit their
platforms
– Multi-player games
– GPS data
• Potential for genuinely original games here

Multi-Player
• Client/server architecture
• Means games can be more complicated
• Processing done on a proper computer
• Problems are well understood from the internet experience
– If they ask the right people
– “how hard can it be?”
• No problems with software theft
• Client requires specialist tools to hack, too
– But it’ll happen…
• Nature of game stilL defined by (in)abilities of handset though
• multi-player API problems
– Brew doesn’t have one
– J2ME does, but as bespoke extensions
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GPS
• Surprisingly Limited new game design options…
– you can tell where someone is, roughly
• So that’s Treasure hunt
– Go to trafalgar square. Go to hyde park. Go to …
– Town trading. Grimsby and cardiff for carlisle?
• Rolling elections
• Invisible mazes, giant minesweeper
• More interestingly, you can tell who someone is near
• Lan-like games
• Votive games
• Cell warfare
• So far, no major games use gps
• Some attempts by advertisers, but dismal failures

Example
•

•

•

Here’s what a state of the art J2ME game looks like

The colour screen is because it’s nokia-specific

Pretty good, but not quite Gameboy Advance level yet…
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However…
• Hybrid products are on the horizon
• Sagem myG-5
– Console-like cross-shaped rocker button and keys
– Midi & .wav sounds, 101x80 pixel screen
– Out now in the UK (on orange)
– Uses ExEN as its runtime environment.
• Oh-oh…
• Nokia’s N-GAGE game deck platform
– J2ME enabled Symbian O/s
– Games available on memory cards
– Due here February 2003
• Microsoft’s Windows CE smartphone
– Sort of appeared last month
– A year late, Not a games platform, but it’s microsoft…

SUMMARY
• Mobile Phone games
– Use challenging (I.e. impoverished) platforms
– Are Quick and Cheap to produce
– Still Reward imagination over derivation
– Don’t make pots of money
• delivery of games is still changing rapidly
– SMS rules now, but for how long?
– Look out! here comes America!
• Brands ‘R’ US

– J2ME and BREW will rule within 5 years
• For certain definitions of “will” only
– Getting people to play your mobile phone game is tough
• Involvement of real games companies could spell the end
– They actually plan to raise the barrier for entry!
• If in doubt, innovate!
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